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But my being inconvenienced by this pales
in comparison to what some companies are
facing. Many pool inspection companies
dropped significant amounts of cash on
hiring and training new staff, marketing their
businesses and generally getting geared up
for the anticipated demand for inspections.
All of a sudden, the avalanche of bookings
they were expecting has turned into a trickle.
And then there’s the training providers who
invested hours of time - and shedloads of
cash - on trying to gain approval for their
pool inspector courses. Drowning prevention
advocates have been similarly shocked by
the announcement. Now there’s zero safety
assurances for parents of young children
who buy properties with pools that have
non-compliant fences.
In short, the situation seems to have been
rather shoddily handled by the NSW Government and Building Professionals Board, and
professionals across a range of industries
have been impacted. The only possible silver
lining in this situation is that the government
now has 12 months to finally start listening
to industry and to implement a program that
will be effective and fair. We can only hope.
How has this last-minute announcement affected you? Feel free to email us
(ps@westwick-farrow.com.au) or comment on
our Facebook or LinkedIn pages.

NOW in DIGITAL!

Kind regards,

Your copy of Pool+Spa is now available as an online eMag.

Alice Richard

http://www.poolandspareview.com.au/latest_issues
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I N D U ST RY R O U N DTA B L E

BRICKS
VERSUS
CLICKS

THREE WAYS RETAILERS CAN
COMPETE WITH INTERNET SELLERS
Alice Richard

With online sales continuing to increase, it’s no wonder that traditional
bricks-and-mortar retailers are concerned about the future. So what
can they do about it? Three industry experts shared their thoughts
at our third Industry Roundtable. The good news? Traditional retailers
can compete with internet sellers, if they play to their strengths.
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iven that the internet has
permeated almost every
aspect of our lives, it’s easy
to wonder whether there’s
anything it can’t do. Trying
to find a new job? Stalking an old flame?
Need to know the GDP of Kazakhstan?
The internet’s got you covered. And then
there’s the shopping. So much shopping.
And no wonder: internet shopping is
convenient, gives us the opportunity to
compare prices and products from the
comfort of our armchairs (and pyjamas)
and means we can avoid pushy shop
assistants who’ll inevitably convince us
to purchase something that will end up
untouched in the garage.
But there is, in fact, plenty the internet
can’t do. It simply can’t replace good
customer service, it can’t offer sound,
expert advice and it definitely can’t steer
you away from an ill-advised purchase.
These are some areas where bricks-andmortar retailers have the edge - as long
as they seize the opportunity.
Our Industry Roundtable experts all
agree that the internet has fundamentally
changed our retail landscape, but they
say it doesn’t have to spell the end for
traditional retailers.

Build relationships
The internet doesn’t build relationships but bricks-and-mortar retailers can. If a
customer feels they can trust you to offer
sound advice on their purchases, they’ll
come back to you - even if you’re a bit
more expensive than the internet. This
positions you as an expert and they’re more
likely to come back to you for additional
advice (and purchases) in the future.
“You can’t get service on the internet.
It’s not possible. You’ve got no-one to talk
to; you’ve got no-one to give you advice;

you’ve got no-one to show you, demonstrate
how things work, etc.” said Gary Nye, CEO
of SPASA Australia. Nye has spent more
than 30 years in retail, including roles as
Clark Rubber’s COO and managing director
of Target Australia.
“I think that bricks-and-mortar stores have
a spectacular advantage over the internet in
that they can create a relationship with the
customer. They can understand the customer’s
needs and they can actually feel and touch
the human component of the relationship,”
said Tony Sharpe, managing director of
Hayward Australia.
“You can’t walk back into the internet
guy and say, ‘I’m not happy’, because he
really doesn’t care. Particularly if he’s sitting
in England or America, because he has no
relationship with you. If we focus on how we
create relationships at every touch point we
have with the customer, then that becomes
a much lesser risk.”
Initiatives like price-matching products
advertised on the internet can benefit retailers
in the long run, even if they have to wear
a small loss at that initial sale.
“We used to do that specifically with the
driclad pools that we sold in Clark Rubber.
Many times, the franchisees would sell that
and not make a cracker, but that customer
would then have their pool for 15 or 20
years, and if [the franchisee] did their job
right and did [the customer’s] chemicals and
they did the service and any other thing over
that 20 years, then add up the margin you’re
going to make from that. You’ve got to think
a little bit longer-term than ‘what am I going
to make today on that pool?’,” said Nye.
“Matching the internet price on certain
products really works, because it means
that next time, maybe they don’t look on
the internet. And that’s really what you want
to achieve: that they go to you first as the
expert,” said Sharpe.

And once you’ve established yourself as
an expert, you’ll find that your customers
are unlikely to go anywhere else.
“We find that a lot of customers will
do their research on the internet and
check pricing, but they still want to deal
with me at the end of the day - someone who’s looking after their pool,” said
Sean Kershaw, who is the Jim’s Pool Care
regional franchisor for Melbourne central.
Sometimes it takes a customer experiencing a failure with an internet purchase
before they learn their lesson.
Kershaw told the story of a client who
fancied himself as “a bit of an internet
guru” who was in need of a replacement
pump. “Sure, it was in US dollars, plus
freight, but he was convinced that it was
a better deal than what I could do,”
Kershaw said.
“He ordered it - [it was] 110 volt. I
said, ‘What, are you going to freight it
back now?’ Since then, I’ve sold him a
heap of quality gear suited to his pool
and he’s now one of my oldest regulars.
And the internet has never, ever come
up again after that.”

Use every client-facing
opportunity to your
advantage
The internet can’t give your customers
advice on what will work best for their
particular application, and it also can’t tell
them if the equipment they’re buying is
designed for the Australian environment or
if it will even work with their existing equipment. But a knowledgeable retailer can.
Our Roundtable participants say retailers should use their expertise and product
knowledge to their advantage - but that
it also needs to be tempered with good
customer service. Every time a potential
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CEO, SPASA Australia
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Sean Kershaw
Jim’s Pool Care regional franchisor
for Melbourne central.

Tony Sharpe
Managing Director, Hayward Australia
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customer walks into a bricks-and-mortar store,
the staff have an opportunity to engage with
the customer to inform and educate them
about what they’re looking to buy.
“We’re essentially selling technical products
that need to be tailored to specific applications
and the internet finds that very challenging to
accommodate. We see a number of situations
where products are sold that are not specific
for that purpose and as such create problems
for the consumer and the manufacturer and
everyone else in that chain,” said Sharpe.
“So the retailer has the opportunity to
ensure that they create a relationship where
the consumer understands what they’re
purchasing is specific to their needs and will
reduce the risk of, [for example], purchasing
the wrong product, but also premature failure.
And the internet can’t really address that in
quite the same way.”
While you might have a team of experts
on your shop floor, their knowledge means
nothing if they don’t seize the opportunity
to engage with customers when they enter
your shop.
“I think that when you walk into a retail
environment, it’s very important that the
customer feels like you’re not a hindrance
to their day,” said Sharpe.
“There’s some major retailers who realise
they’re being knocked around by the internet.
But one of the things that’s noticeable when
you walk into one of those retailers is it’s
very hard to get someone to talk to you. And
when you do, you kind of think that you’re
interrupting their day, so for some products,
you’re more inclined to go, ‘You know what?
I’m happy to go and buy on the internet
because there is no feeling good about going
into that retail environment.’ So as retailers,
if we understand what our customers want
and who they are, at some point they’re going
to come to us, and that’s the opportunity
to make sure they come back next time,
because we’re going to add value. So even
if they are interested in purchasing a product on the internet, they’ll come back and
they’ll say, ‘This is what I’m thinking about
doing.’ There’s our opportunity.”
Nye seconds this.
“There was a time when you had to get
in your car, drive around and walk into different stores to see if they sold the product.
Now you can just get on the internet and
find that out straight away. And then you
can do some pricing if you want to have a
look,” he said.
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“But there’s still a lot of people who like
the ‘senses’ of shopping - they like to touch,
they like to feel, they like to smell. They like
to get an understanding, and you can’t get
that over the internet. And that’s where the
bricks-and-mortar retailers have really got to
start to think more about service, service,
service rather than think about price, price,
price and differentiate themselves from the
internet. The internet can’t offer service.”

Protect yourself
Our Roundtable participants had an unequivocal message for pool techs: don’t
install anything you haven’t sold to the client
yourself - unless you’re prepared to take
responsibility for it.
The reason for this is simple: you will have
to wear the warranty or replacement costs
if you install the product and it fails. While
you may not like having to turn down the
work or say no to a client, it does present
a good opportunity to educate them about
why it’s so important to buy local and have
a professional install equipment.
“It’s certainly not a rule with Jim’s but
I strongly encourage it with my guys. We
don’t fit anything that we don’t supply. It’s
that simple. There’s too much liability - there
really is,” said Kershaw.
“The Australian consumer law is all
about the consumer, but if the consumer
takes things into their own hands and buys
something from overseas and brings that here
and install that themselves, then they’re the
ones who are responsible. But if they buy
it overseas and bring it to us and one of
us installs it, then we accept responsibility
because we installed the product,” said Nye.
Many large manufacturers will offer a limited
warranty for parts and equipment sold on the
internet, but will offer an extended warranty for
products sold and installed by a professional.
This is one way for manufacturers to protect
themselves and ensure that their product is
used for the purpose for which it’s designed.
“One of the strategies that we implemented
at Hayward is that we recognised that when
products are sold without the necessary
backup and support, the challenge is that it
may not necessarily be suitable for the application, and therefore fail prematurely - or
cause the consumer to think that it’s failed
prematurely because it’s not suitable for the
application,” said Sharpe.
“Very often, it’s not the product that’s
at fault. It may well be that the application

that it’s been chosen for is incorrect. So our
strategy has been to offer an extended warranty, but only when installed in a professional
manner by authorised, qualified, approved,
professional people - and that way there
is a disadvantage to purchasing it online,
where the product may not work as it was
designed to work.”
If everyone in the industry is clear about
what they will and won’t install, eventually
it will encourage clients to purchase from a
professional, rather than the internet.
“If you do install it, you’re facilitating the
internet. So by not installing it, you’re making it harder for someone to purchase on
the internet, because then no-one wants to
help them. You’ve got to remember that [the
internet is] a competitor to us,” said Sharpe.
Ultimately, you need to protect yourself even if you initially lose some business by
turning down jobs installing internet purchases.
“It’s just not worth leaving yourself open to
that sort of liability. It’s just not worth it for
the sake of a $100 install,” said Kershaw.

Keeping it real in a virtual world
In some ways, the pool industry is fortunate
in that its products are technical - consumers
will always require some degree of contact
with retailers to ensure they’re using the right
products and equipment. But that doesn’t
mean that retailers can rest on their laurels.
Ultimately, the internet is a competitor for
traditional bricks-and-mortar retailers. But, as
every good business person knows, you can’t
beat a competitor unless you identify their
strengths and weaknesses - and the internet
certainly has weaknesses compared with what
savvy retailers can offer. If they use their
strengths to give them the edge, there’s no
reason why bricks-and-mortar retailers can’t
thrive in an online world.
“I have a strong view that bricks-and-mortar
retailers will always be there, but we will have
to adjust ourselves as things change in the
environment,” concluded Nye.

ROUNDTABLE
Stay tuned for our dedicated internet pricing
pressures Industry Roundtable newsletter,
where we’ll have more in-depth articles about
surviving in an online world, plus additional
insights from other industry experts.
Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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Do you have an opinion on a hot topic in the pool and spa industry?
Get in touch! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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YOUR SAY
RE Compliance with AS 1926.3

© freeimages.com/profile/groble

As one of the key players in the development of AS1926 Part 3, I
feel the need to respond to the letter from John Lewis, a professional
building surveyor and certifier in NSW. [Pool+Spa Jan/Feb 2015]
Firstly, I am surprised that NSW appears to be the only state which
requires certification of suction systems although it is not clear if the
certification is that the covers comply or if the whole system must
comply. There are many standards that all builders should comply
with but most are not part of any certification process, so why this?
If certification is required then it is in the interests of all builders to
ensure they comply and that they can demonstrate compliance. It will
be easier on them and their customers. In fact, even if certification
is not required, it is in the builder’s interests to comply and be able
to demonstrate compliance for all suction systems.
The covers should be easy as I am sure that all manufacturers and
wholesalers of suction covers would, on request, provide builders
with a copy of the NATA tests on their covers. Copies could then be
provided to the certifier. Alternatively, builders could leave a spare
cover on site so the certifier can see the rated flow, test number,
etc, that is printed on it and collect it on handover of the pool.
The system is more difficult and problematic as the system flow rate
is not allowed to exceed the rated cover flow of one of two covers or two of three, etc. How does the average pool builder know
what the actual flow rate through the pipes, etc actually is? Well,
it is not as hard as many think and can be calculated in either of
the following ways:
Install a flow meter on the discharge pipe after the pump and record
the flow with the system in operation. A photograph of the meter
may be useful file information.
If using a good modern pump there should be a ‘drain plug’ at the
front of the hair and lint pot and another at the side of the pump
impeller housing. These plugs can be removed and a vacuum gauge
screwed into the hair and lint pot and a pressure gauge into the
pump housing. Get the system running, add the two gauge vacuum
and pressure readings together in KPa and divide by 10 to determine
the system head loss. Use this head loss on the pump manufacturer’s pump curves and get the flow rate. Again, it’s a good idea
to photograph the gauges.
These two options may not be suitable in every case. What do you
do about a reading or test that shows the flow rate is too high
after the pool or spas and its surrounds are all completed? If the
excess flow is small, you could install a 2-way valve after the pump,

facility you have to go digging to increase pipe sizes, add another
outlet, etc - all very costly!
Another way is to have a pool hydraulic consultant (such as myself)
provide a flow certification. To do this would require the provision of a
complete plumbing drawing (scaled) or sketch (dimensioned) showing
and/or listing pipe sizes, all pipe fittings and items of equipment in
the system including the pump and the model. For most systems,
the $88 cost of flow certification would be considerably less than the
alternatives. This of course needs to be done in theory before the
pool or spa construction is commenced.
Of course, those who have done my hydraulics training class already
have the tools to demonstrate the system flow to certifiers. Send me an
email if you want assistance in any way - some of it may even be free!
Certification of flow rates for acrylic spa systems normally sold as
a package should come from the manufacturer and if necessary a
copy of the test certificate.
There is no need to demonstrate compliance on standard skimmer
boxes as the certifier only has to measure two dimensions and having done so a number of times should be able to recognise a basic
compliant skimmer. Beware when using a surface mounted strip
skimmer as their flow rate is not very high.
John’s comments about non-compliant products is perplexing as
I can’t see any normal industry wholesaler ever supplying such a
product other than as a retrofit cover for an older pool or spa and
that is quite legal. If a builder purchases such a cover and uses it
on a new pool then they are very foolish indeed and deserve the
headaches the certifier will give them.

throttle back the flow to comply then remove and throw away the

Cal Stanley

valve handle. You could also change the pump for a smaller model.

Neptune Pools

If doing either of these will seriously affect the performance of the

neptunepools@westnet.com.au
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MAKING WAVES
LATICRETE Australia has welcomed a
new technical sales rep for the NSW/ACT
region to the team. Craig Hunter has an
extensive background in tile and stone with
the Amber Group.
Alongside Joe Tabone, Hunter will
support existing LATICRETE stockists
and customers while seeking out new
opportunities in NSW.

Craig Hunter, LATICRETE’s new
technical sales rep for NSW/ACT.
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New technical sales rep
for LATICRETE

Queensland pool safety compliance compulsory by
30 November
The deadline for pool safety compliance in
Queensland is fast approaching. From 30
November, all pools in Queensland will have to
meet a new pool barrier standard that has been
phased in over the past five years.
The new single standard has been designed
to increase pool safety and simplify pool safety
laws, which previously included 11 different
safety standards.
The new standard targets things like barrier
height and strength, non-climbable areas,
gate latching and access from a building into
a pool area.

“Pool owners have had five years to prepare
for the new standard and if they are not sure
if their pool is compliant, they should contact a
pool safety inspector as soon as possible,” said
Steve Griffin, commissioner of the Queensland
Building and Construction Commission (QBCC).
The QBCC and local council authorities will
undertake random compliance audits to ensure
Queensland swimming pools comply with the
new standard.
Any property that is sold or leased prior to
30 November still needs to comply with the
new standard.

Move over, urine - there’s a host of new pool contaminants on the scene
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pharmaceuticals, this is just a small subset
of compounds that could be present in
swimming pools,” Blatchley said.
“The main issue is that the release of
chemicals into a place like a swimming pool

© freeimages.com/profile/iscott

It’s not just urine that affects a pool’s
chemical balance - a new study suggests
that pharmaceuticals and personal care
products (PPCPs) also interact with chlorine
to produce potentially harmful by-products.
The potential for these chemicals to cause
undesired or unexpected effects is thus far
unknown, researchers say.
Researchers from Purdue University used
an analytical technique - liquid chromatography
and tandem mass spectroscopy - developed
by the Georgia Institute of Technology that
identifies and quantifies 32 PPCPs in water.
They took samples from indoor swimming
pools in Indiana and Georgia.
Of the 32 chemicals analysed, the
researchers detected three: N,N-diethylm-toluamide, known as DEET, the active
ingredient in insect repellants; caffeine; and
tri(2-chloroethyl)-phosphate (TCEP), a flame
retardant.
“The other 29 could have been present
at concentrations below the detection level.
And because there are literally thousands of

is completely uncontrolled and unknown.
I don’t want to be an alarmist. We haven’t
discovered anything that would be cause for
alarm right now, but the bottom line is we
just don’t know.”
The study highlights the importance
of proper hygiene habits for swimmers,
Blatchley says.
“We also performed experiments in the lab
under much more controlled conditions where
we took pure compounds of these PPCPs and
we exposed them to chlorine to see how fast
they react,” Blatchley said.
“It turns out some react very quickly and
others very slowly or not at all. We did that
because we are interested not only in the
chemicals that may end up in the swimming
pool, but also, once they do end up there,
what happens to them? Do they degrade? If
so, what do they degrade to? These too are
unanswered questions.”
The researchers’ findings are detailed
in a paper in the December 2014 issue of
Environmental Science and Technology Letters.
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Small business impeded by Australian
tax system

Small businesses are suffering under Australia’s tax system, a
new report from the Board of Taxation has revealed. The report
has been welcomed by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (ACCI).
“Small businesses are suffering disproportionately under our
complex and onerous tax system,” said ACCI Director of Economics
& Industry Policy John Osborn.
“The report identifies important and practical reforms that will
help small businesses focus less on tax compliance and more on
growth.”
The Board of Taxation has recommended that the small business
entity turnover threshold be increased from $2 million to $3 million.
It has also recommended that the feasibility of this being increased
to $5 million be investigated.
Osborn says this would “improve access to small business
concessions and prevent smaller operations being unfairly grouped
with larger businesses”.
Payroll tax was identified in the report as a significant impediment
to growth and small business expansion which should be the target
of broader reform.
“Reducing and eventually phasing out payroll tax would be a
major win for small employers and job seekers. The board’s insights
should be considered further within the upcoming federal tax white
paper,” Osborn said.
Another recommendation was that the Australian Tax Office look
at simplifying quarterly reporting obligations for small businesses,
including whether at the end of each financial year businesses could
complete a combined Income Tax Return and Annual Business
Activity Statement based on the same data.
“The current BAS process is unnecessarily complex and timeconsuming for small business. Simplifying and amalgamating tax
reporting requirements will help save a lot of time and money,” said
Kate Carnell AO, CEO of ACCI.
The Board of Taxation report, Tax Impediments Facing Small
Business, is available to download from www.taxboard.gov.au.
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MAKING WAVES
The very first of Maytronics’ S-series range of
robotic pool cleaners has rolled off the production
line at Maytronics’ head office in Israel.
The first shipment of the lightweight, mobile
app-based pool cleaning robot will be released
around the world in 2015, with the Australian
release date expected just in time for next
summer.
Eyal Tryber, VP of Sales and Marketing at
Maytronics’ headquarters, celebrated with the
team in Israel after loading of the first container
took place. Tryber said the achievement was a
team effort and he acknowledged the hard work
of the engineers, designers, marketing team and
many end users and dealers involved in the infield testing program.
Information about the Australian release
dates of the S-series cleaners will be available
on www.maytronics.com.au and the Maytronics
Australia Facebook page.

Patronage and safety
standards increase in WA
aquatic centres

The very first container load of
the Maytronics S-series cleaner.
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Free access to National Construction Code now
available

The Australian Building Codes Board
(ABCB) has made the National Construction
Code (NCC) available online at no cost to
builders or tradespeople.
The move has been welcomed by Master
Builders NSW. The association says it will
reduce the cost of regulatory compliance
for builders by making it easier to access
the most relevant regulations.
“Master Builders has long called for
this to occur in order to cut costs for our
members and reduce building costs for
homebuyers. Master Builders can now be
benefit from our advocacy,” Brian Seidler,
executive director of Master Builders
NSW, said.
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The code is available to access in
sections that are most relevant to different
building sectors:
• Plumbing and drainage requirements
• Residential building
• Multi-residential, commercial and public
buildings
The Performance Requirements extract
of the NCC is also now available online
from the ABCB and is a consolidation of
the code’s Performance Requirements for
all classes of buildings.
Unfortunately, printed versions of the
NCC are no longer available from the ABCB.
To access the code, visit the ABCB
website: www.abcb.gov.au.

West Australian aquatic centres saw more than
10 million visits each year and enjoy high safety
ratings, according to a new report from the
Royal Life Saving Society of Western Australia
(RLSSWA).
The Bigger, Better, Safer: 2013/14 Western
Australian Aquatics Industry Report shows that
the sector employs more than 3000 people in
full-time, part-time and casual positions and
attracts an annual expenditure of $68 million.
Other findings of the report include:
• Safety ratings are high at participating
centres with an average score of 88.6%.
• Safety ratings at lower-scoring centres have
improved, with 10 pools increasing their rating
from below 80% to above in the past year.
• Water usage is decreasing. A sample of 103
pools recorded a 9.5% decrease on 2007-08
figures.
• Nearly 40% of pool operators and lifeguards
do not maintain their registrations after
12 months. The report recommends
implementing strategies to improve staff
retention rates.
• Three-quarters of all injuries occur in
children aged 0-14 years.
• Patronage has increased by approximately
3% since 2009-10. However, this growth
has not matched the increase in the WA
population, which has grown by 12% in this
time.
• Survey respondents estimate that 56% of
their patrons are children aged less than
18 years. Regional centres have the highest
proportion of child patrons at 63%.
The Bigger, Better, Safer report was backed
by the Western Australian Department of Sport
and Recreation and the Leisure Institute of WA
Aquatic (LIWA). The report is available as a
free download from the LIWA website: www.
liwaaquatics.net.au.
© freeimages.com/profile/hisks

First S-series cleaners hot off the production line
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FREEFLO

®

SALT CHLORINATOR
AUTO CELL WITH TIMER

THE FREEFLO SALT CHLORINATOR IS DESIGNED FOR ROBUST RELIABILITY
AND EASY OPERATION TO GIVE YOU MANY YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE SERVICE!
Features & Benefits
• “Simple but Reliable”
• Low salt operation: 3500-4500ppm (0.35% - 0.45%)
• Over temperature protection
• High efficiency toroidal transformer
• Premium grade titanium cell
• Over current protection

• High quality Panasonic timer
• Silicon controlled rectification
• Very high chlorine production
• Acrylic weather shield
• High impact ABS plastic cell housing
• Manufactured in Australia

For more information visit PENTAIRPOOL.COM.AU

MAKING WAVES
Calls for online GST-free threshold to be scrapped
Australian businesses are disadvantaged
by the current $1000 online GST-free
threshold that excludes products purchased
from overseas sellers, the Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI)
has said.
The ACCI is cal ling for a “major
rethink” of the policy, which it says
gives international sellers “preferential
treatment”. The organisation has welcomed
the inclusion of the issue in an upcoming
tax white paper process and would like to
see the threshold lowered or abolished.
“Lowering the threshold is a case of tax
equity and fairness. It’s not a case of online
versus bricks and mortar retailers or a tax
grab,” said John Osborn, ACCI director of
economics and industry policy.
“The current system gives preferential
treatment to overseas sellers and places
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Australian businesses - including online
retailers and small businesses - at an unfair
competitive disadvantage.
“The original rationale for the threshold
of high-cost collection is rapidly fading as
an issue as technology improves and other
comparable countries lower or remove their
exemptions. We should ideally be lowering
or abolishing the GST-free threshold once
a suitable cost-benefit model can be found.”
“A significant proportion of lower value
parcels come from a small number of
large foreign companies that could easily
collect and remit GST to the Australian
government,” added Kate Carnell AO, CEO
of ACCI.
“A simple solution can be found to this
issue as long as the political will for reform
exists across the political divide.”

Computer-aided drowning
detection system saves
British woman’s life
Installing a computer-aided drowning detection
system has paid off for a British aquatic centre
- 10 years after it was first installed.
Swimming with her daughter at the
Blackshots Leisure Centre in Essex, a mother
lost consciousness and sank to the bottom of
the pool, a UK newspaper reported. Lifeguards
at the facility were alerted to the situation
by the Poseidon system, which works by
analysing the texture, volume and movement
of the water and monitors the movements of
swimmers in the pool.
The woman was pulled from the pool
and resuscitated beside the pool. She later
recovered in hospital. Her daughter was pulled
from the pool by a swimming teacher.
Poseidon systems have reportedly detected
and prevented 29 drowning incidents in public
swimming pools around the world. More than
240 of the systems have been installed in
Europe, the US, Japan and Australia.
The Poseidon system is distributed in
Australia by Maytronics.
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WATER
SANITISING
FEATURE

For more information go to
www.magnapool.com

Every swim in MagnaPool™ is a
rejuvenating & refreshing experience.

M

agnaPool’s unique, patented blend of natural ocean minerals replicates the therapeutic and healing
properties of well-known mineral springs and spas around the world. For centuries people have
understood the health benefits of bathing in minerals to soothe skin conditions and relax and
rejuvenate the body.

Exceptional bather comfort.

Environmental benefits.

Magnesium naturally detoxifies and balances

Reduces the need for many harsh chemicals.

your body and can help to relieve stress,

And MagnaPool™ Minerals are both nourishing

anxiety and aches and pains. Mineral spas

and healthy for plants, so your diluted backwash

have been used for centuries because of the

water can be used to water your garden.*

health and healing properties.

Crystal clear water.
The natural flocculating properties of the
minerals in MagnaPool™ together with the
glass media means that you will have water

Mineral pools are growing in popularity, with many consumers
across Australia now requesting their pool builders install a
Magnapool™ system. Why not talk to your Zodiac account
manager about having MagnaPool™ as part of the offer to your
clients and set yourself apart from your competitors.

that is crystal clear.

*You must abide by council regulations regarding the treatment of backwash wastewater.

Water Sanitising products
CHLORINE-FREE WATER-TREATMENT SYSTEM
Hydroxypure is a chlorine-free water-treatment system, free of odours and taste. In creating
the Hydroxypure sanitisation system, Waterco says it has adopted technology for drinking water treatment, simplified the
process and applied it to treating pool water.
Hydroxypure’s hybrid ozone technology stimulates the action of the sun - it produces a high-intensity wavelength of light, which
produces a clean form of ozone that is free of impurities. The natural flocculating effect that ozone has on water greatly increases
the capability of the filtration system to be able to filter out oxidised contaminants in the water, leaving the pool water clean and
crystal clear.
Additionally, the system will respond to different demands, by automatically adjusting dosing requirements for high bathing loads,
hot weather, rain events and when pools are topped up. The pool water’s pH level is also automatically adjusted, protecting the
swimming pool and swimmers from unfavourable swimming conditions.
The system is approved by the Sensitive Choice program of the National Asthma Council Australia.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au

FRESHWATER
POOL
SANITISATION
SYSTEM
Enviroswim has modified its ES3
freshwater pool sanitisation system for
the European market.
The redesigned control unit is user friendly and easy to
use. Seasonal adjustments are simple to make and do not involve
the use of complex touchpad menus and the system doesn’t require
handling or usage of chemicals such as chlorine.
According to the company, the adoption of digital amplifier technology
for the ECU increases the efficiency from 75-80% to 95%. The output
power from the ECU is true DC (steady continuous level current) and
produces up to 40% more peak power than a traditional linear AC system.
The redesigned system has ‘plug and play’ installation and has been
designed so that inadvertent errors by connecting the system incorrectly
do not cause any damage.
Watertech Services International
www.enviroswim.com

SALT
CHLORINE
GENERATOR
The Hayward Salt &
Swim is a salt
chlorine generator with low profile, low flow and low salt

requirements, suitable for

new or existing pools up to 90,000 L. The Salt & Swim
will also communicate with the pool pump to ensure
run times correspond with required chlorine levels.
The Salt & Swim features a low profile, plug-andplay control box and compact cell for easy retrofit
installations, while low flow requirements allow the
chlorinator to operate even at energy-saving speeds.
The device has low salt requirements, just 3200 ppm,
the equivalent of a pinch of salt per litre.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
www.hayward-pool.com.au
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BROMINE IN
SWIMMING POOLS?
Scott Webb

Chlorine for pools, bromine for spas. That’s the conventional wisdom for sanitising, but like most
conventional wisdom, there are circumstances when it’s not so wise.

O

ver many decades, chlorine has been tried and found
to be a true and lethal germ-killer and waste oxidiser
in outdoor pools, but its sister halogen, bromine,
makes a good case for use in an enclosed space.
Mostly, that argument boils down to the fact that
bromamines (a major by-product of bromine pool chemistry) are
a lot easier to deal with than their counterpart, chloramines,
especially in commercial pools with large bather loads.

Shocking procedures
There are no doubts about chlorine’s ability to kill and oxidise pool
invaders. The halogen’s problems begin after it’s done its work.
Once chlorine has reacted with another molecule and become
combined chlorine (chloramine), it becomes quite feeble as a
sanitiser. But when bromine reacts and becomes a bromamine
molecule, it retains its sanitising efficacy. Bromamines floating
around in the water will be able to attack and kill bacteria just
about as effectively and quickly as either free chlorine or free
bromine.
So while bromamines are a positive good in pool water, chloramines pose a problem in any pool. They build up over time and
must be eradicated through breakpoint oxidation. The standard
practice in the industry is to dump in a large amount of chlorine
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to shock the pool, usually in a 10-to-1 ratio of free chlorine to
combined chlorine.
But there are problems with this procedure (beyond the obvious
expense and hassle), especially when performed indoors and at
a magnitude necessary to treat a commercial pool. Large doses
of shock react with organic contaminants to form chloramines
on a grand scale.
Even without the addition of shock, chloramines are volatile and
have a strong tendency to ‘gas off’ and become airborne. This is
a problem in indoor pools, where comparative lack of ventilation
holds concentrations of airborne chloramines within the building
and close to the waterline.
Most people are familiar with the odour problem chloramines
present - what is often described as a ‘chlorine smell’. That is
simply an indoor chloramine cloud being sucked into one’s olfactory and respiratory system.
This is even more of a problem for swimmers who, as they
churn through the lanes, pant along with their mouths just above
the surface where chloramine concentration is heaviest.
Some are more sensitive to these chemicals than others, but
intuition - supported by the general protest of the eyes, lungs
and mucus membranes - suggests airborne chloramines cannot
be good for us. The scientific community has reached no definitive
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BROMINE SANITISATION

Image courtesy Neptune Swimming Pools
www.neptunepools.com

conclusion on the matter, and research continues on the topic.
Bromamines, on the other hand, are much less likely to become
airborne. They do not gas off, but remain in liquid state, held
within the volume of pool water, where they actually do some good.
A third, considerable problem with indoor pool chloramines is
they attack the building. Owners of indoor pools with stainless steel
fittings will be familiar with the severe corrosion that results when
chloramine-filled vapours condense on cool steel. This chloriderich mixture will eat away at almost any steel component of the
pool’s surrounding structure, be it window frames, door hardware,
ductwork or HVAC equipment.
So to summarise the pro-bromine argument, bromine pools do
not need to be shocked to treat combined bromine (a positive
contributor to pool health) in the way that chlorine pools must
be shocked to treat combined chlorine (a bad actor, both in and
out of the pool). The chlorine shocking procedure has costs, both
monetary and in terms of the pool environment. And chloramines
tend to go airborne, where they are a general nuisance.

That unstable feeling
Of course, chlorine has some great advantages. (It didn’t become
the king of pool sanitisers for nothing.) Stability in the sun is
one of them.
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Bromine can’t be stabilised the way chlorine is stabilised with
cyanuric acid. So in an outdoor pool environment, bromine is highly
susceptible to degradation by UV from the sun. For that reason,
bromine in an outdoor pool would be an expensive proposition,
as it would have to be added quite frequently. Indoors, however,
that objection is largely removed.
Another nice thing about chlorine is that it can be applied
conveniently. It comes in handy tablets, which can be placed in
the skimmer and released at a controlled rate.
You can tablet bromine, too, but it’s much slower to dissolve,
so you can’t typically apply it through a skimmer. You need special equipment to apply bromine in pools, which means upfront
expense, whereas with chlorine, you can apply with tablets or use
granular chlorine, like dichlor or cal-hypo, which will dissolve rapidly.
With chlorine you have both options - a slow-dissolving, slowrelease sanitiser product or a quick-release shock product. (Both
chlorine and bromine can be applied with automatic feeders.)
Bromine is also a less powerful oxidiser than chlorine, so when
you’re using it to break down bather waste in a pool, it’s not quite
as effective as chlorine. Basically, that means the home owner
or service pro must stay on top of things or they’ll be buying
oxidiser - either monopersulfate or chlorine shock - to eliminate
waste build-up. (Yes, you can use chlorine shock in a bromine
pool or spa, subject to certain caveats.)
The biggest obstacle to bromine use in pools, however, is
probably experience. Chlorine has long been the most prevalent
sanitiser in the pool industry, and most pool managers, whether
professional or amateur, are trained in the use of chlorine as a
sanitiser.
It’s an educational barrier, however, that often leads to the
selection of chlorine as the sanitiser for a new indoor pool without
the consideration of the benefits of bromine.
Bromine is certainly as effective as chlorine when it comes to
killing bacteria in recreational water, but there are nuances to the
question of which is better. Chlorine is cheaper to buy, holds up
better under the hot sun, and the technology for its use in pools
is more developed and generally better understood. But, especially
for the indoor pools, bromine offers distinct advantages based on
its relatively benign and even helpful by-products. It is left for the
pool manager or builder to analyse which advantages are most
important and create the best outcome for a particular pool.
Scientific foundation for this article was provided by Zach Hansen,
technical services engineer at BioLab. Hansen has a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering from Auburn University and an MBA
from Georgia State University.
This article reproduced with the kind permission of AQUA Magazine.
To read the original article, visit http://bit.ly/1DCwox2.
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PROJECT COMPLETE
WATER QUALITY THE
CLEAR WINNER WITH WATER
TEST SYSTEM

One of the three Terrey Hills Swim School pools. Image courtesy of Jack Garcia.
Founded in 1989 by Anne Jenkins and Ken Aspinall, the Terrey Hills
Swim School began with just one swimming pool. Set within a
sprawling five-acre property in northern Sydney, the school now
has three pools, and approximately 3000 students use the facility
each week.
With such a high bather load, water quality is of utmost importance.
The school originally used a water test method that required the use
of tablets that had to be crushed before use.
“It was messy and not really accurate. The test unit also had to be
sent in for recalibration regularly,” said Jenkins.
The complex testing procedure proved difficult for staff, so the
task fell solely to Aspinall to ensure the testing was done accurately.
In mid-2013, the school’s pool technician introduced Jenkins to the
LaMotte WaterLink Spin. The unit carries out nine tests automatically,
giving results in 60 seconds. Jenkins then contacted Vendart, the
exclusive distributor of LaMotte products in Australia and New
Zealand, for a demonstration of the water quality test system.
Having seen it in action, Jenkins and Aspinall were immediately
sold on the WaterLink Spin.
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“Not only did we find the unit easy to use, but also very quick to
produce the test result. We didn’t have to crush any tablets, just inject a
pool water sample into a disc, insert into the unit and wait 60 seconds
for the results. These automatically go to a program that keeps track
of every test conducted,” said Jenkins.
“And we don’t have to send the meter for recalibration as this is done
automatically - so we have no downtime. More importantly, we allowed
all the staff to use WaterLink Spin, which they really enjoy using.”
The school enjoys peace of mind knowing that the test results are
no longer hit-and-miss but are accurate, ensuring water quality is
always topnotch.
“We are proud of our pools and have found these to now be a lot
cleaner than before,” she noted.
In fact, Jenkins is so impressed with the test system that she has
convinced a number of other swim school owners to switch to the
WaterLink Spin to improve their testing accuracy and water quality.
Vendart Pty Ltd
www.vendart.com
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Water Sanitising products
SALTWATER CHLORINATOR
The Aquajoy Unique Auto
Clean Salt Water Chlorinator by
Joy Pool Systems constantly generates chlorine to a preferred output.
It has an auto-clean function, an
easy-to-read chlorine monitor and a
timer for filter/chlorinator operation.
An adjustable chlorine control enables
users to adjust the chlorine levels from zero to maximum as required.
The chlorinator is available in three sizes. It is Australian Standard
approved (approval number N13366).
The chlorinator cell has been designed for maximum chlorine output.
It has a clear ultraviolet stabilised casing and marine-grade stainless
steel terminals that are epoxy sealed. High-quality 15,000 h (De Nora)
electrode material is used to ensure extended cell life.
The G25 chlorinator is suitable for pools up to 90,000 L, while the
G40 chlorinator is suitable for pools up to 150,000 L. The PCB has
been lacquered and the wiring is elevated and secured to minimise
any insect-related failures.
Joy Pool Systems
www.aquajoy.com.au
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AUTOMATED CHLORINE-FREE
SYSTEM
Lo-Chlor’s AquaFRESH system is a fully automated,
chlorine-free water management system for domestic
swimming pools. The proprietary three-part system
delivers clean, bacteria-free water without the use of
chemicals such as chlorine or hydrogen peroxide.
The system uses a combination of AquaFRESH
Sanitiser and AquaFRESH Enhance.
Small doses are delivered to the pool by the AquaFRESH dosing unit, which has been manufactured in
Australia. The control unit also monitors and maintains
the pH of the water within a healthy range and manages the pool’s pump and filtration running times.
It is compatible with ozone generators and ionisers,
and is non-foaming so it will not block filters, stain
pool walls, cause heaters to corrode or damage
clothing, towels or hair.
Lo-Chlor
www.lochlor.com.au
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Water Sanitising products
SALT CHLORINATOR
AstralPool Australia has released
the Viron eQ chlorinator.
Based on the company’s
Viron chlorinator technology, the eQ chlorinator
also includes a semiautomatic acid dosing pump.
An optional pH probe is
available to measure the
pH of the water and dose acid as required. A peristaltic pump
and connections automatically feed the pH adjuster in measured
doses, eliminating the need to manually handle and dose acid.
Another optional component is a chlorine probe that senses
chlorine levels in the water and adjusts the output of the chlorine
cell accordingly.
These inclusions make the chlorinator suitable for pools with
heavy bather loads and pools with blankets as the chlorine production is adjusted to meet the pool’s demand.
When connected to a Viron eVo pump, the system will automatically calculate the pool’s required turnover and adjust the speed of
the pump as required. Once turnover and chlorine levels are met,
the pump will reduce to a sampling speed that uses little power.
AstralPool
www.astralpool.com.au

MINERAL WATER POOL
SANITISING SYSTEM
Zodiac has relaunched and
rebranded the MagnaPool system. Developed in Australia, the
system uses minerals to enhance
the swimming pool experience
as well as being environmentally
friendly.
MagnaPool’s patented and integrated system includes a Zodiac
Hydroxinator, which converts the
mineral blend into a combination
of a strong sanitiser and magnesium hydroxide (milk of
magnesia).
The mineral water pool system is also easier on the
environment. A MagnaPool saves water, requires fewer
chemicals and, when used with a variable speed pump
option, the filtration system uses less energy. Unlike regular
pool water, MagnaPool water can be diluted 5 to 1 and
backwashed onto a garden instead of being poured
down the drain.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
www.zodiac.com.au
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POOL KNOWLEDGE ...
of

Beginning his professional life as a decorator and sculptor in Milan, Sorrenti won a scholarship to travel to Toronto to restore some Italian sculptures
and decorations. When the work finished, he started to work in the Canadian
swimming pool industry. While doing this, he made quite a few trips to the USA,
which included time spent with Anthony Pools in Los Angeles - at the time, one of
the largest pool builders in the United States. He eventually landed in Australia which,
despite several international moves, he still calls home.
In a newspaper interview in the 1980s, Sorrenti is quoted as saying that Australia
was the world leader in the swimming pool and spa industry. Several decades on, he
feels the same - and says we’ll continue to lead the world in the coming decades.
“I think we’ve got a lot of good, young people with good, creative ideas, and I think
the future looks good,” he said.
Even as far back as the 1960s, Sorrenti had identified Australia as the forerunner of the pool and spa industry. After moving back to Italy to escape the Canadian
weather, he decided he needed to move again to further his career as a pool builder.
“From there I said, ‘The place for me, for swimming pools, is Australia.’ And we went
to Adelaide, and that’s where I started Advanced Pool Constructions in 1969,” he
said. The company is still operational today, now owned by Bruno Piteo, his wife and
their twin sons. Under Sorrenti’s ownership, the company won 18 state and national
awards for pool and spa design and construction.
As someone who’s seen many people start careers in pool building, Sorrenti is
adamant that sound initial training is vital. “First of all, you’ve got to do training with
reputable pool builders. A lot of people believe a swimming pool is only a hole in
the ground, but it’s not. There’s a lot involved,” he said.
He’s also a passionate advocate for industry associations - not just for the industry,
but also for consumers. He was vice-president of SPASA South Australia and was
awarded life membership in 1988. He says that pool builders should put aside their
petty jealousies and be willing to share their ideas and experiences with others, for the
benefit of the whole industry. No one builder can know everything about everything,
he noted, and if you consult your fellow builders, they may be able to offer guidance
and advice on a problem you’re currently facing that they have previously encountered.
One trend Sorrenti says will continue to shape the industry is the move towards
smaller pools, driven by ever-shrinking block sizes and consumers’ lack of interest
in maintaining large pools. But just because pool sizes are shrinking doesn’t necessarily mean people are looking to spend less, he says. While they might be opting
for smaller pools, they’re spending big on features like fully tiled interiors, indoor
climate-controlled hydrotherapy and spa pools, automated systems and heating that
enable them to make the most of their pool.
To capture this market, he says pool builders need to stay up to date with what’s
new. “Builders should be in touch with the new technology. It’s very important. A good
builder not only builds a swimming pool - it’s [also] up to us to be acquainted with
what’s going on in [terms of] equipment for swimming pools,” he said.
Each time something goes wrong in the pool industry, he says, consumers stop
or reduce their spending on pools, spending their money on holidays or other forms
of recreation instead. He says that, eventually, the industry recovers and people start
buying pools again, but if everyone was trained properly to do things correctly the first
time around, the industry wouldn’t have to bear these fluctuations.
Sorrenti says honesty has been the key to his success - that, and maintaining a
good relationship with his clients. Happy customers are the best advertisement for
your work, he says. “That’s a beautiful thing, to keep in touch with the customers. And always they’re part of the product,” he said.
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LEO SORRENTI
Former owner of Advanced Pool Constructions
and former SPASA SA vice-president.

In a career that has spanned
three continents and five decades,
industry veteran Leo Sorrenti has
seen many changes in the pool
and spa industry. Here, he shares
his thoughts on the past, present
and future of the industry.
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU
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WHY SHOULD YOU
INSTALL MOVEMENT
JOINTS IN SWIMMING
POOLS?
Fred Gray, Technical Services Manager, LATICRETE

A tiled interior is one of the most sought-after and aesthetically pleasing finishes that can be installed in
a swimming pool, so it’s tempting to avoid anything that may interrupt or distract from the appearance
of the tile installation.

F

or many residential pools without joints in the structure, this translates into excluding movement joints
altogether or only installing them where they can be
readily concealed. The omission of movement joints is
generally more prevalent in residential, backyard-type
pools than larger commercial pools, in which there’s more at stake
if movement joints have been deleted or not installed correctly.

Structural movement
It’s a basic fact of life that, in the world of structures, everything
moves. Accommodating this movement prevents materials from
suffering destructive failure. This same principle applies when it
comes to ceramic tile and stone installations and swimming pool
structures. Movement is a natural part of these installations and
must be accounted for and accommodated.
In AS3958.1-2007, the guide to the installation of ceramic
tiles, Appendix E - Wet Conditions (Continuously Immersed) was
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included for the first time. From 2007, swimming pool tiling was
included in the tiling standard. Section E2.10 says that “movement joints should be incorporated in the pool linings” and
has specific advice about the installation of movement joints in
swimming pools. It also covers movement joints around the pool
structure and coping.
Water-retaining structures like swimming pools and water features are generally no different to other structures with regards to
structural movement. They are also subject to, among other things:
• movement from thermal loads
• moisture content changes
• drying shrinkage
• deflection
Subsequent tiling systems and many other swimming pool
interiors are also subject to these types of movement, and any
resulting differential movement between the tiling system and the
structure can be very damaging if not accommodated.
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POOL INTERIORS

In today’s world of fast-track construction, it has become common practice to install tile and stone over newer concrete slabs
that may not have experienced all the shrinkage we would ideally
like them to undergo - sometimes even after normal wait times
have been observed. Consequently, tile systems are installed over
backgrounds that are continuing to reduce in area - that is, the
structures are getting smaller. In this instance, we are faced with
a situation where the tiling system does not fit into the space it
was originally laid in.
It should be noted that sometimes, due to environmental conditions, this shrinkage can be delayed and not occur until many
years later when conditions change or exist to allow drying to
recommence, meaning that problems can occur down the track,
for an apparently unknown reason.
To accommodate this loss of space and resulting stress, voids
or joints need to be installed at predetermined intervals.

© SSilver/Dollar Photo Club

Thermal movement

Water-retaining structures are also different to other structures
in that most of them have a relatively stable thermal mass of
liquid in them for most of their lives, buffering them against some
of the more common causes of differential movement, thermal
movement and, in some cases, drying shrinkage.
So, what do we need to consider about the different types of
movement and how they interact to cause issues? The following
issues are the most common sources of movement that need to
be controlled to avoid tiling failure.

Movement due to the drying shrinkage of
concrete
One of the main causes of concrete shrinkage is the loss of
its mixing water. The amount of shrinkage - and the speed at
which it occurs - is related to the initial water/cement ratio, how
it was installed, its location and other environmental conditions
after its installation.
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Building materials undergo volume changes that are directly
related to their temperature - and with volume change comes
movement. So a tile’s volume at its normal in-service temperature
may fluctuate up or down as the temperature rises and falls. This
can be problematic as large temperature rises can cause large
increases in volume.
The volume change and resulting thermal movement can be
calculated by using the material’s linear coefficient of thermal
expansion, meaning we can predetermine what changes to expect
with different materials. Three points to consider with thermal
expansion or contraction of tiles are:
1. As the temperature rises, the length of a tile installation
increases;
2. The speed of temperature change is reflected in the speed of
volume change; and
3. Resulting thermal expansion is generally reversible.
To accommodate this fluctuating change in length and resulting stress, voids or joints need to be installed at predetermined
intervals.

Moisture expansion
Many building materials undergo volume changes that are directly
related to their moisture content and, as mentioned previously,
with volume change comes movement. Over time, this absorption of moisture can cause growth in the material that needs to
be controlled.
Selecting materials with low water absorption characteristics is
therefore desirable when it comes to immersed installation. These
volume changes may be permanent or reversible. It is therefore
preferable to install finishes with water absorption characteristics
of <3%. This is particularly relevant in colder areas such as the
NSW Blue Mountains, where freeze-thaw expansion of the material can occur.
If joints are not installed to absorb this growth, then the resulting stress may cause delamination.
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POOL INTERIORS
MOVEMENT CAN ALSO BE TRIGGERED BY EVENTS MANY YEARS AFTER AN
INSTALLATION HAS TAKEN PLACE, WHEN IT IS ASSUMED THE INSTALLATION
IS GOOD AND STABLE.

Differential movement
It is entirely possible that each of the above examples of movement
on its own is capable of causing a tile system without movement
joints to delaminate. However, it is more likely a combination of
two or more of the loads coinciding that will cause the differential
movement necessary for failure.
For instance, tiles may delaminate on an immersed installation
without joints because the concrete substrate has shrunk and the
tiles have expanded due to moisture absorption. In this instance,
the substrate gets smaller while the tile finish gets longer in length,
but since no joints exist to absorb or allow the movement to take
place, delamination occurs.
Movement can also be triggered by events many years after
an installation has taken place, when it is assumed the installation is good and stable. For instance, an immersed installation
without joints may be under a minor amount of stress and not
in any danger of delamination until the pool is emptied and
exposed to full summer sun. In this case, the already slightly
compressed tiles are then put under further stress from thermal
expansion and delamination is likely to occur. I have seen this
occur in a catastrophic manner with a number of pools emptied
at the wrong time of the year.
Fortunately, not too many residential-type pools suffer from
major occurrences of delaminating tiles. In my view, backyard
pools are less likely to suffer from these problems for a number
of reasons, such as:
• They are generally sprayed concrete shells that are prone to
less shrinkage than reinforced concrete shells;

• The finished concrete surfaces are generally more suitable
for installing tilling systems by providing a better profile with
little or no contamination and laitance;
• Tiling systems are generally installed with mosaic tiles which
have much more grout area to absorb stress; and
• Generally glass and/or ceramic tiles are used that have low
levels of water absorption.
However, this does not mean we can take chances and delete
the necessary movement joints a tiling system needs.
I do see a lot of delamination of tiles on parts of the tiling
system that are above the water line and, in particular, parts
of the tiling system that undergo wetting and drying, such as
the top and face of infinity edges, overflow walls and the like.
These areas are considered in the same way as the rest
of the pool when it comes to the installation - or more often
not - of movement joints. These areas are not buffered by
constant immersion and undergo thermal shock on a regular
basis. This is likely to be more of a problem with larger format
tiles. These areas are far more problematic and definitely need
movement joints.
So where should these movement joints be installed and how
should they be constructed? AS3958.1 & 2 and other publications like the Tile Council of North America (TCNA) Handbook
or the LATICRETE Tiled Swimming Pools, Fountains and Spas
Technical Design Manual are good sources of guidance - or, if
you still have questions, consult an expert.
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au

Jade Mountain Resort, St Lucia.
Image credit: LATICRETE.
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HEAT PUMP
Available from Supreme Heating, the
Heatseeker Nova Inverter Heat Pump
uses a variable-speed compressor
which offers a COP of up to 8 and up
to 30% greater efficiency than other

Are You
Wasting Time
Testing Pool
and Spa Water?

compressor types.
DC inverter technology eliminates
voltage peaks and enables variable
speed, which reduces the pump’s electrical consumption while extending the life of components.
Digital scroll technology optimises the compressor output.

“It takes me only 60 seconds
to do 9 different tests.”

The pump includes a titanium spiral heat exchanger that
is reportedly 5 to 8% more efficient than standard heat
exchangers. The heat exchanger has no welding points,
which can reduce gas leakage risk by 30%.
The pump is suitable for use in homes with solar electricity.
Supreme Heating
www.supremeheating.com.au

If you are cleaning test tubes, crushing tablets or
waiting for reagents to react then the answer is
probably yes. That’s the old way of doing things.
The new way is LaMotte’s WaterLink Spin: A gamechanging photometer that takes little effort and just 60
seconds to accurately and comprehensively analyse a
water sample and produce a treatment report.
TIMER-BASED SWITCHES FOR ELECTRICAL
DEVICE CONTROL
Thermofilm has introduced Envirotouch, a range of intelligent,
timer-based switches that provide simple control of lighting
and electrical devices.
The four point-of-use Envirotouch models reduce energy
usage and thereby cut power bills and greenhouse gas emissions. Additional features also lessen the risk of fire and injury.
The switches include multiple preset, countdown timer options
or cycles (15, 45, 60 and 120 min) that automatically turn off
the electrical device after the desired time period. Typical ap-

At the same time as it improves the standard of your
water testing, WaterLink Spin will free your employees
to spend more time with your customers, and take the
frustration of ‘cocktail waitress’ water testing out of their
days.
WaterLink Spin uses LaMotte’s famous DataMate
water testing software which is cloud-based so you can
monitor water testing at remote locations from a central
office.

plications include control of indoor and outdoor lights, heaters,
battery chargers and pumps.
One model also allows users to set up daily automatic cycles,
making it suitable for security lighting and pool cleaning systems.
The switches can be retrofitted to existing switches and

For more information email
Vendart Pty Ltd on sales@vendart.
com.au or call our technical sales
desk on (02) 9450-0466.

sockets or installed in new projects and must be installed by
a qualified electrician. They can also be used with plug-in appliances via a 3-pin socket to give intelligent control.
The switches include an imminent ‘turn-off’ indicator, which
dims the lights to warn the user that turn-off will occur in 3 min.
Thermofilm Australia
www.thermofilm.com.au
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Distributed exclusively by
Vendart Pty Ltd
P 02 9450 0466
F 02 9450 0755
www.vendart.com.au
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ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
Available to pool stores and builders in Australia from
winter 2015, the Maytronics Dolphin E10 has been added
to the Dolphin robotic pool cleaner range.

SWIMMING POOL BASKETBALL GAME
S.R. Smith’s Swim N’ Dunk Basketball Game has a continuous dual
post design made from 48 mm, 2 mm-thick, 316L stainless steel tubing.
Both the frame and basket rim are constructed of SealedSteel,
which is vinyl coated to help protect against harsh pool and weather
environments. The backboard is made of durable clear acrylic.
The entry-level cleaner has a large top-access filter

Deck anchors are provided for easy installation and also simple

that is easy to open and clean. According to the com-

removal from the deck for seasonal storage. Plastic deck hole caps are

pany, the cleaner offers many of the same features as

provided to help keep the pool deck safe when the game is removed.

other Dolphin cleaners but at a more affordable price.

In addition to several pool basketball game models, the company

Its active brushing action scrubs away surface debris

also manufactures Swim N’ Spike swimming pool volleyball games. For

and it efficiently collects both fine and rough debris.

more information, including product specifications, AutoCAD drawings

Lightweight for easy handling, the cleaner has an

and details of where to buy, visit the company’s website.

advanced scanning algorithm for optimum coverage.

SR Smith

Maytronics Australia

www.srsmith.com/au

www.maytronics.com.au
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SPASA Australia’s
brand-new industry
event
SPASA Australia has announced a new industry event for
2015: the inaugural SPASA Australia National Convention
and Supplier Expo. The 2015 Awards of Excellence will be
combined with the expo.
With a theme of ‘Great Teams Grow Together’, the expo
will provide SPASA members with an opportunity to meet
with suppliers and see their products. The 2015 National
Awards of Excellence will be announced at a gala dinner
at the conclusion of the event.
The convention program is currently being finalised and is
expected to be released before Easter.
“Even at this early stage, there is considerable interest from
suppliers to participate in this inaugural event and their involvement will in turn add to the drawing power of the event
from all sectors of our industry,” said SPASA CEO Gary Nye.
The convention and expo will be held on 24 and 25 August,
with the gala dinner held on the evening of 25 August.
“The venue for this year’s must-attend event is Sydney’s
Olympic Park Showground with convenient accommodation
available at the nearby Ibis, Novotel and Pullman hotels,”
said Nye.
Pool+Spa has been named as the official media partner
for the event.
“We are delighted to partner with Pool+Spa and Poolside
as we see they can provide this event with extensive coverage to the industry to ensure it will be a successful event,”
said Nye.
Pool+Spa is excited to be part of this must-attend event,
which will bring together national suppliers, keynote speakers
and SPASA members under one roof.
“Given the convention’s theme of ‘Great Teams Grow Together’, it’s apt that the great teams of SPASA Australia,
Pool+Spa and Poolside have come together for this exciting
new event.”
“We’ll be keeping SPASA members and Pool+Spa readers up
to date with all the event’s new developments, plus providing an insightful wrap-up of the event to fill our readers in
on anything they may have missed at the convention,” said
Glenn Silburn, Associate Publisher, Pool+Spa.
“With the backing of SPASA Australia, Pool+Spa and Poolside, the inaugural SPASA Australia National Convention and
Supplier Expo is sure to become the most talked about pool
and spa industry event of 2015,” added Ivan Cunningham,
National Account Manager, Pool+Spa.
For more announcements about the event, stay tuned to
www.poolandspareview.com.au.
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CPR CHARTS
Waterco has partnered with Royal Life Saving Society
- Australia to co-brand Royal Life Saving CPR charts.
The charts are available individually, and are also
included as standard in Waterco’s pool handover equipment kits, which include brush vac brooms, leaf rakes,
water test kits and a vacuum hose.
The kits are provided by pool builders when they conduct pool handovers. They are also sold by pool stores
when pool owners need a replacement.
While it is mandatory for all pools to display an approved CPR chart within the pool area, Royal Life Saving says it has faced difficulties communicating the need for this. According to the society, anecdotal evidence
suggests that approximately 95% of pools fail at the first inspection, with the main
reasons being inadequate pool fencing and the lack of an up-to-date CPR sign.
According to Waterco, its relationships with pool builders and pool stores means
it can help enhance awareness of the need to display CPR charts.
The Royal Life Saving/Waterco CPR charts are manufactured from high-quality,
UV-stabilised polypropylene plastic and measure 750 x 400 mm.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au

TWIN-SPEED PUMP
Available from Poolrite, the SQ Gemini Twin
Pump is powered by a traditional induction
motor. It is a standard AC electric motor
with a high- and low-speed winding.
Changing the pump speed from high to
low is easy to do via the included remote
control. The pump is Safe-T-Lok enabled
and includes an emergency stop button on
the remote control. The remote operates
all pump functions up to a range of 25 m.
Three modes are available. The AUTO
mode automatically changes the speed between high and low on each powerup to enhance effectiveness of the pool-cleaning equipment. The SYNC mode
changes the sequence of high and low speed. The BOOSTA mode runs the
pump at high speed for 30 min for rapid cleaning.
Through intelligent noise-suppression design, heavy housing material and
efficient impeller design, the pump is quiet - just 55 dBA at 1.5 m distance meaning it is suitable for operation during off-peak times.
The pump is designed and manufactured in Australia by the Evolve Group.
It uses the same plumbing as all model SQ/SQI Poolrite pumps.
Evolve Supply Chain Pty Ltd
www.evolvegrp.com.au
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ENERGY-EFFICIENT POOL AND SPA PUMP
The AstralPool e-Combi EEV2 is an energy-efficient pool and
spa pump. Constructed using 316 stainless steel hardware, the
pump has two speeds and a five-minute priming period that
minimises run dry and premature pump wear.
An electronic control remembers which speed the user set, no
matter how often the pump is turned on and off. However, the
pump will always start on high speed for 5 min to ensure it is
fully primed with water before reverting to low speed.
The easy-to-remove lid secures a large hair and lint basket,
which minimises regular maintenance on the pump and allows it
to run longer before it becomes blocked with leaves and debris.
The low speed setting delivers quiet operation and lower water pressure, which reduces wear on all other equipment. The
high speed setting is only required for backwashing the filter or
vacuuming the pool.
At high speed, the pump produces 63 dBA of sound; at low
speed, 57 dBA. The flow at 8 m of head is 450 L/min; the flow
at 2 m of head is 214 L/min.
AstralPool
www.astralpool.com.au

PHOSPHATE AND
CONTAMINANT REMOVER
BioLab Pool Tonic removes phosphates
and 10 other contaminants from pool
water. It works by binding impurities and
makes them large enough to be filtered
out of the pool.
One bottle of the product treats 76,000
L of pool water. According to the company,
it enhances the performance of salt pools.
It is classified as a non-dangerous
good, making it easy to transport and
store.
BioLab Australia & New Zealand
www.biolabpoolcare.com.au
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PICKET LINE

NSW’S FENCING COMPLIANCE LAWS
Alice Richard

The date 29 April 2015 has loomed large in the collective mind of the NSW pool industry for the past
12 months. After a false start in 2014, the deadline for pool barrier compliance was pushed back by
12 months to 2015 and has been delayed yet again, just two months out from the proposed 2015
start date.

I

t’s been a difficult journey for the program, with many in
the industry unhappy about the level of industry consultation and the choice of a local council-based, rather than
state-based, system. Other contentious decisions include
the exclusion of pool technicians from the newly created
E1 category of certifier and the use of multiple standards - rather
than the most current standard - based on when the pool was
constructed.
Despite having received numerous submissions articulating
these concerns, the government chose to press on with the
program, with the result being that it has now twice delayed its
implementation.
The delay has prompted a range of reactions, from outrage
(many businesses have invested heavily to gear up for the anticipated demand), to relief (that the flawed system won’t be going
ahead), to disbelief (that the government would pull the pin so
close to the deadline date), to resignation (many had suspected
that this would happen, given how disorganised the government
has been and how substandard the program is).
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For some, there’s also hope: that the NSW government will now
listen to concerns expressed by drowning prevention advocates
and industry players and go back to the drawing board to create
a system that is simple, fair and makes safety the top priority.

Initial reaction and the ripple effect
Pool+Spa spoke to several industry stakeholders shortly after the
Minister made the announcement. The general feeling was that the
government seems blissfully unaware of just how many businesses
and industries will be impacted by the decision. While pool inspection businesses will be the first to feel the pinch, other ancillary
industries will also be hit as the effect of the decision ripples out.
Many inspection businesses have invested tens of thousands
of dollars in recruiting new staff, marketing their business and
taking out insurance to meet the anticipated demand - only to
have the rug pulled out from under them. Similarly, a number
of training bodies have invested considerable time and money in
drafting submissions to the Building Professionals Board (BPB) to
have their courses approved.
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FENCING COMPLIANCE

Prior to the announcement, only one course provider had been
granted approval by the BPB, despite the April deadline being just
two months away - hardly enough time for would-be inspectors
to gain accreditation and then experience in the field.
The sole approved provider is now offering refunds to those
who had signed up to complete its certifier course. The other
training providers who have been left in no man’s land since the
delay was announced feel that the BPB’s lack of experience is
what has held up the approval process.
“The reason for [the 12-month delay] is there’s not enough
certifiers to support the industry. The reason for that is because
the BPB is incompetent - that’s the bottom line. They’ve not had
the skills, ability or even the desire to get training providers accredited in time so that we could deliver this important training,”
said one training provider who asked not to be named.
Training providers were contacted in November 2014 to attend
a consultative meeting but were only invited to commence writing
their courses in January 2015 - scarcely enough time to write a
course, let alone deliver it with enough time to send sufficient
numbers of inspectors out into the workforce.
“They left everything to the last minute. We constantly warned
them that it was no good waiting for the new year - these
things had to be done last year so that there were people on
the ground now ready to start assessing barriers. But they just
chose to ignore us.
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“I am really disappointed to have been associated with all of
this, because at the moment it lacks credibility.”
This training provider estimates that their company has lost
more than $35,000 in wages alone since that first November
meeting - let alone the loss of anticipated income.
“People are ringing me saying, ‘We’re not even confident that
this industry will start next year. We’re concerned that this is going to be another roof insulation debacle. We don’t know whether
we should be investing money into this because the BPB doesn’t
seem to know what they’re doing.’ So there are massive question
marks over the entire industry. The part that I’m saddest about is
there will be drownings this year,” they told Pool+Spa.
Interestingly, the NSW Pools Act 1992 gives councils the facility
to outsource these inspections if they don’t have the resources
to cope with the volume of work - but they have chosen not to
do so, despite acknowledging that they couldn’t keep up with
the demand.
Naturally, the pool inspection industry is reeling after the announcement.
“We’re in business to meet demand and we’d spent significant
amounts of money setting up the NSW operation and putting on
extra staff, making sure that our business systems were up to
speed to accommodate all the extra work that we expected to be
coming. We’re just in a holding pattern now,” said Darryl Posgate,
co-owner of My Pool Inspection.
Posgate and his business partner have ploughed tens of
thousands of dollars into gearing up for the April 2015 deadline.
Now, he has no work to give his staff and no hope of recovering the money.
“In some respects, it was almost expected, because of all the
training conversations and discussions that we’ve been having in
the last two or three months,” he said.
Many affected by the decision are just plain confused. Between
the shutdown in the lead-up to the state election and the possibility that the entire program could be scrapped in favour of
a different model, they simply don’t know what the future holds
- and won’t know for some time yet.
There’s even talk of a class action against the government.
Some who have set up entire businesses based on the forecasted
demand for inspections are understandably furious and feel they
should be compensated. Whether they have a case remains to
be seen, but many say the BPB’s ineptitude is a major cause of
the current debacle.

Predictions: mostly doom and gloom
Even before the delay was announced, the general consensus was
that the new system would create problems either through the
legislation’s poor design or by causing a bottleneck and holding
up property sales and rentals - or both.
Spiros Dassakis, CEO of the SPASA Alliance, was concerned
that the red tape, costs and vagueness associated with inspector
interpretations would confuse consumers and potentially deter
them from either buying a property with an existing swimming
pool or building a new pool.
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THE INDUSTRY WAS ALSO CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROGRAM,
GIVEN THAT BOTH ATTEMPTS AT ROLLING OUT THE PROGRAM HAVE BEEN DELAYED AT THE
ELEVENTH HOUR DUE TO LACK OF PREPARATION.

He said the industry was also concerned about the effectiveness
of the program, given that both attempts at rolling out the program
have been delayed at the eleventh hour due to lack of preparation.
“Advice from SPASA and other key stakeholders regarding concerns with the effectiveness of the Swimming Pool Barrier Inspection
Program have been systemically ignored whilst preparations for the
2014 and 2015 foiled roll-outs appear to have been rushed and
sketchily drafted,” Dassakis wrote in a LinkedIn article just prior
to the announcement.
The pool industry was not the only one likely to be affected by
the program. Had the program gone ahead, the real estate industry
would have been unable to place a property on the market for
sale or lease until a certificate of compliance for its pool barrier
was received.
As a result of this, home owners, lawyers and conveyancers,
engineers, architects and designers, landscapers, builders, manufacturers and of course the swimming pool industry would all have
been hit hard by delays caused by a lack of certifiers.
“I’m lost as to how they can make this change without thinking
about the bigger impact,” said Garth Jackson, director of Triton
Pool & Spa Inspections, said shortly after the announcement. He
says the government’s inability to comprehend just how many industries would be affected by the decision is indicative of its lack
of comprehension of the entire situation.
The irony, Dassakis says, was that government itself stood to
suffer if property sales and leases were held up, due to delays
in collecting stamp duty and land tax. He predicted that government would see a dip in property-related revenue from April 2015
onwards, had the program gone ahead as planned.
Jackson believes this factor was central to the program being
deferred again. He says the decision suggests that the government
puts revenue protection ahead of child protection.
One thing’s for sure: the current state government has lost
Jackson’s vote. If this government can’t successfully roll out a pool
fence compliance program, he asks, how on earth will it cope with
larger, more complex issues?
Jackson likens the government’s handling of the situation to an
episode of Fawlty Towers - bumbling and chaotic. If not for the
ramifications of its ineptitude, he says, the process would almost
be entertaining.
Predictions from the pool inspection industry about the program
were similarly gloomy.
When asked what he expected to happen in NSW, Andrew Plint,
founding director of water safety charity Hannah’s Foundation, had
one word: “Disaster.”
Speaking to Pool+Spa several weeks before the announcement,
he said, “I hope and pray it doesn’t turn into a disaster, but the
realist in me says it’s going to be. There’s going to be incredible
confusion and there are going to be drownings in those pools.
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“I think, unfortunately, it’s going to be a failure. They are going
to have to redo the legislation and do it properly.”
Posgate expressed a similar outlook when he spoke to Pool+Spa
in February.
“NSW BPB and NSW councils have little comprehension of what
is about to hit them,” he said at the time.
“Most councils are adopting a wait-and-see, stick-their-heads-inthe-sand approach. They are not putting in systems or processes
to address the vast number of inspections they will be required to
complete.”

NSW vs Qld: the battle of the pool techs
The NSW pool industry was particularly concerned about the BPB’s
decision to exclude NSW pool technicians from becoming certifiers
on the grounds that they don’t have sufficient knowledge of pool
fence construction to adequately assess a fence’s compliance. Pool
techs can - and do - become certifiers in Queensland.
Interestingly, entitlements within Australia’s Mutual Recognition
Act 1992 mean that, technically, Queensland pool techs who are
accredited Pool Safety Inspectors (PSIs) can be qualified to work
in NSW, while NSW technicians are completely excluded from this
line of work.
This could result in a situation where NSW technicians travel to
Queensland to gain certifier qualifications in order to conduct inspections in NSW, Dassakis says. The problem with this is that NSW
and Queensland operate under a different legislation and Australian
Standard when it comes to barrier compliance.
While pool builders, builders and structural landscapers would be
eligible to become E1 certifiers, they don’t always have experience
working with pool fencing specifically, Dassakis says. However, the rules
surrounding the E1 category assume that people in these professions
have more experience with pool fences than pool technicians do.
The irony of this, says Dassakis, is that many of these professionals
“simply contract out such work to [pool] fencing contractors” and
so have little or no working knowledge of pool fences themselves.
“Whilst we support pool builders and builders undertaking these
inspections, they are a broad-based licence category. A builder is
licensed to build a roof, a wall, a bathroom. And yet the very thing
that they’re seeking to inspect is very narrow. And yet they are
excluding the people that are a narrow licence class - which are
the pool technicians,” he said.
One solution to this issue is to completely scrap the proposed
NSW barrier compliance program and implement a system similar to
Queensland’s - a system that is simple, consistent and proven. Many
hope the NSW government chooses to take this course of action.

The feeling’s mutual
The BPB is seeking legal advice about mutual recognition laws.
While these laws articulate that any barrier inspector from another
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state should be entitled to mutual recognition in NSW, the BPB
seems concerned by the significant differences between the way
NSW and Queensland apply Standards.
While the BPB can’t technically stop Queensland PSIs from seeking mutual recognition in NSW, it’s possible that, once Queensland
PSIs comprehend the differences between the states, they won’t be
keen to work here without some kind of bridging course to ensure
they’re up to speed.
Plint says he wouldn’t consider seeking mutual recognition in
NSW under the proposed system due to its complexities.
“As a Queensland PSI I have a great understanding of how the
legislation is applied within Queensland and am very comfortable
with applying those standards. However, for NSW the simple fact
that I can apply for mutual recognition without some form of bridging course is quite intimidating,” he said.
This sentiment is echoed by others in the industry.
“It’s so ill-thought-out. They won’t allow NSW pool and spa
technicians to undertake inspections, but they will allow mutual
recognition from Queensland. It’s worse than that. Mums and dads
who undertake a course in Queensland can actually undertake
inspections. So someone with no knowledge of the industry other
than doing a course can undertake an inspection up there and
then be granted mutual recognition here,” said Dassakis.
“Queensland PSIs should be entitled to NSW E1 certifier recognition by virtue of Australia’s mutual recognition provisions. They
should, however, be required to undertake additional training to
ensure compliance with the NSW legislative requirements,” SPASA
Queensland CEO Adrian Hart said.
Having built an inspection app for the Queensland market,
Posgate and his business partner have been working on an app
for their NSW inspectors and have been consulting the NSW legislation to do so.
“I’ve done nothing but live this pool fencing legislation for the
past five years and NSW legislation for seven or eight months now
and I’m not entirely comfortable [with it]. I’m still referring back
to the legislation if I get asked a question in relation to NSW
legislation,” he said.
“So for an inspector that may only do a couple of inspections
a week in Queensland and to then suddenly get thrown into the
NSW arrangement … To do a straight swap over would be no different to grabbing someone with no experience and throwing them
straight into that complex legislative [landscape].”

The view from the other side of the fence
While Posgate doesn’t have a problem with pool techs becoming
inspectors, he does question whether their experience prepares
them for dealing with the complex Australian Standard - particularly
in NSW where multiple standards apply.
“I don’t think that specifically those technicians are any better
qualified than anyone else to do that type of work. I think that
potentially the pre-purchase building inspectors - the guys that are
dealing with the Australian Standard on a daily basis and are in
the active role of inspecting - are probably a much better fit for
the industry,” he said.
“Anyone can be trained to do anything, but whether you’re prepared to make all those mistakes in the interim with pool fence
safety while they get a handle on the legislation [is another ques-
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tion]. I don’t know if that’s a risk that can be dared to be taken
with such complex legislation.”

The (fence) stakes are high
And this, ultimately, is the crux of the problem. If this new system
fails, the price is high: it puts lives at risk. In all the squabbling over
how the legislation will be implemented, it seems we’re losing sight
of what it is being put in place to do: prevent children drowning.
While the 12-month extension gives the government time to
sort out the mess that is NSW’s Pool Barrier Compliance Program,
it is another 12 months during which non-compliant pool fences
continue to pose a safety risk.
This is not just a commercial inconvenience for several industries
- it’s also a slap in the face for drowning prevention advocates,
particularly those like Andrew Plint who have suffered the loss of
a child due to non-compliant pool fencing.
“There is no cure for drowning. There is only prevention,” he said.
“Realistically, NSW has such a long way to go with pool fencing
safety that probably the current regime needs to be torn up and
started from scratch.
“I would like to see NSW improve on what Queensland’s done.
They can do it; they can learn from our mistakes. And we’ve made
them. And it just frustrates me no end that they really have just
completely ignored what coroners have been saying. They’ve ignored the families who’ve been through drowning. And that’s just
plain … Well, there’s a word, but you probably couldn’t print it in
your magazine.
“In my view - and I think you could talk to anybody who’s been
through a drowning [and they’d agree] - NSW pool laws are an insult
to the families who’ve been advocating for drowning prevention.”
Do you have an opinion on NSW’s pool fencing laws that you’d
like to share? Get in touch - we’d love to hear from you! Email
ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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APP FOR CALCULATING THE LANGELIER
SATURATION INDEX
Waterlilly Australia has announced the launch of the Lovibond
PoolM8 app for iOS and Android. The app enables users to
store and share pool water measurement results and calculate
the Langelier Saturation Index for balanced water.
Suitable for pool water technicians and pool managers, the
easy-to-use app allows operators to store and share pool water
testing results straight from their smartphone (iOS and Android).
The results can be emailed in Excel format straight to a computer,
including details such as date, time, location and operator.
The Langelier Saturation Index (sometimes known as the
Langelier Stability Index) is a formula resulting in a single calculated number, which is used to determine how much calcium
is present in the water. A result of just above zero indicates that
the water is ‘in balance’.
The index is reliable, using various parameters that can have
an effect on the water balance, and each is given a factor to give
an index value. The parameters are: pH, total alkalinity, calcium
hardness, total dissolved solids and temperature. Each of these
parameters has an effect on each other, which can be determined
using a formula. However, the formula can be complex to calculate,
leading to errors in determining the exact value.
The app automatically calculates the index as results are entered and stores results in the observation history. A simple scroll
functionality enables users to adjust results. Results can be shared
electronically using the app.
The app is available to download for free from Google Play or
the App Store on an iOS device.
Waterlilly Australia Pty Ltd
www.waterlillyaustralia.com

NATURAL POOL COMBINATIONS
Available in Australia from Natural Swim Ponds, BIOTOP Living Pool combinations offer an alternative to the conventional
chlorinated swimming pool.
The pools include a biological filter that binds the nutrients
in the water, depriving the algae of sustenance so it cannot
grow. In the BIOTOP Living Pool Classic, the biological filter is
covered with wooden decking or stone slabs; in the Living Pool
Green, it is left open and filled with a variety of water plants.
The pool water is fed from the biological filter into a PhosTec
Ultra filter by a small, low-energy pump. The water flows
through a filter material and is reportedly almost entirely freed
of phosphorus. The water is then pumped back into the pool.
The operating time of the pool robot, which runs independently and is manufactured for the Living Pool, can be
regulated individually as required. The pools require regular
robot cleaning.
Also available is the Living Pool Easy, a prefabricated basin measuring 7 x 3.75 x 1.55 m. A crane is used to install
the basin into a construction pit alongside an underground
prefabricated pump shaft. The basin is equipped with an
overflow weir, enabling a constant water level.
The basin is produced without seams and is delivered
complete, enabling fast installation.
Natural Swim Ponds
www.naturalswimponds.com.au

Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements
18 years of service in the Pool industry

SOLAR | GAS | HEAT PUMP

www.doublebaysolar.com.au | 1300 724 132 | sales@doublebaysolar.com.au
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The Greek bailout
package
Spiros Dassakis
I was recently sent this amusing story which resonated with
me about how some people in business deal with financial
management and cash flow.
Many thousands of kilometres away in a Greek village it
is a slow day.
The rain is beating down and the streets are deserted.
Times are tough, everybody is in debt and everybody lives
on credit.
On this particular day, a rich German tourist is driving
through the village. He stops at the local hotel and lays
a 100 euro note on the desk, telling the hotel owner he
wants to inspect the rooms upstairs in order to pick one
to spend the night.
The owner gives him some keys and as soon as the German
tourist has walked upstairs, the hotelier grabs the 100 euro
note and runs next door to pay his debt to the butcher.
The butcher takes the 100 euro note and runs down the
street to repay his debt to the pig farmer.
The pig farmer takes the 100 euro note and heads off to
pay his bill at the supplier of feed and fuel.
The guy at the farmers’ co-op takes the 100 euro note
and runs to pay his drinks bill at the tavern.
The publican slips the money along to the local sex worker
drinking at the bar, who has also been facing hard times
and has had to offer him ‘services’ on credit.
The sex worker then rushes to the hotel and pays off her
room bill to the hotel owner with the 100 euro note.
The hotel proprietor then places the 100 euro note back
on the counter so the rich German traveller will not suspect anything.
At that moment the German traveller comes down the
stairs, picks up the 100 euro note, states that the rooms
are not satisfactory, pockets the money and leaves town.
No one produced anything. No one earned anything.
However, the whole village is now out of debt and looking
to the future with a lot more optimism.
And that is how the Greek bailout package works.
I guess that’s how Greece and many other countries have
ended up in a financial mess. I am certain that readers
of this article know someone or a business that runs their
financial affairs in a similar way.
Remember the saying: “You
should always live within your
income, even if you have to
borrow to do so.”
Comments welcome:
spiros@spasa.org.au.

Spiros Dassakis
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER RANGE
Waterco has expanded its product suite of robotic pool cleaners with the addition of two
Trident robotic cleaners from Maytronics. The Trident (Standard) and Trident PRO have
been designed for cleaning efficiency, particularly for finer filtration collection.
The cleaners have a dual cartridge filtration system, which ensures they have sufficient
capacity. They include patented top-opening filtration compartments for easy emptying
and cleaning, and ultrafine porosity as a standard feature, which enables them to collect
fine dust particles.
The all-terrain cleaners include advanced software control that provides good pool coverage, and they have been designed to
reduce the use of electricity, water and chemicals. A scanning and smart drive system is designed for systematic manoeuvring and
an obstacle escape system means the cleaners can navigate obstacles such as large main drains.
The Trident PRO is designed for pools up to 15 m in length, while the Trident (Standard) is for pools up to 12 m in length. Both
cleaners have a grey body and black top section.
The cleaners’ triple-active brushing helps eliminate algae and bacteria, reducing the need for chemicals. A one-way quick waterrelease valve prevents the release of dirt back into the pool.
The motor automatically shuts off when overloaded or when the cleaner is out of the water, while a wall sensor enables the cleaner
to detect when it is on the pool wall. A combined brush is suitable for finishes such as renders with glass, rough ceramics, pebble
or painted, and a ‘wonder brush’ is suitable for tiled, vinyl-lined and fibreglass finishes.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au

CONNECTING
*

YOU TO THE POOL
INDUSTRY SINCE 1969

SOLENOID DOSING
SYSTEM
The Pentair Solenoid Dosing
System is designed to maintain
chemical balance in pools of
all sizes. It is available in pH
or ORP units that can be used
alone, together or in conjunction
with a salt chlorinator.
The solenoid dosing system
uses a solenoid pump instead of a conventional peristaltic
pump. According to the company, the solenoid pump
is more durable and doesn’t have any of the issues affecting peristaltics, like worn hoses and head corrosion.
The solenoid pump system also uses proportional

NEVER MISS OUT

ON AN OPPORTUNITY
AGAIN!
* conditions apply

1800 80 60 60

dosing that delivers a controlled 0.5 cL dose per stroke
of the solenoid pump. The system’s proportional dosing
adapts to measured values to keep the water balanced.
The further from the setpoint, the faster the strokes.
The system includes all accessories needed for set-up,
including probe, saddle clamps, tubes, suction plunger,
calibration kit and wall mount. The system requires a
password to avoid unwanted adjustments being made.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com

www.cordellprojects.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
METALLIC GROUT RANGE
LATICRETE has added eight bright additive colours to its
SPECTRALOCK GROUT DAZZLE line: Blue Hawaii, Tangerine Orange, Limeade, Pretty in Pink, Lemonade, Ruby
Slippers, Candied Apple and Purple Haze.
The colours bring a contemporary look to tiling and are especially suited to glass
tile installations. They are appropriate for both walls and floors.
The DAZZLE line can be used to enhance plain tile and stone installations with a
metallic look or can be used to accentuate metallic tiles, glass tiles, mosaics and
natural stone. It is suitable for pools and spas, and its Glow-In-The-Dark design
adds a safety component to bathrooms, hallways and entryways.

Filter Max Series

MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured
from high density food grade. Polyethylene
suitable for high performance & reliability.

LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au

WINTERISING PRODUCT RANGE
Lo-Chlor Chemicals has introduced a range of products designed for
winter conditions. The WINTER SOLUTIONS by Lo-Chlor range comprises
a variety of products to solve problems during winter, rather than the heat
of summer when the pool is in constant use.
The WINTER ENERGY SAVER comprises three products designed and

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump

This pump delivers high flow & energy efficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring
lock seal designed to eliminate suction
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

formulated to work together.
Used in conjunction, these three products: eradicate algae and protect against its reoccurrence throughout winter; reduce phosphate levels,
thus eliminating the main food for algae as well as enhancing the efficacy of
sanitisers and other chemicals; and remove oils, body fats and dissolved metals from
the water while improving sanitiser activity and the filtration cycle.
Lo-Chlor
www.lochlor.com.au
E-Lunnen Underwater Light

FLAT PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR
RANGE

The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less
energy than your traditional Halogen underwater light. Continuous operation if a single LED
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences.
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from
continuous to fading in & out.

Solahart has launched a range of solar water
heaters that utilise the envelope range of SC
and SP flat plate collectors.
Designed and built in Australia, the envelope
range of collectors has five patents pending. The
collectors have an unobtrusive slimline design
but can withstand harsh weather conditions.
According to the company, the solar water heaters can save consumers up to
50-90% of water heating energy consumption, depending on where they live and
the system installed.
The efficient SC series is suitable for cooler regions as the products are designed
to allow the sun to heat an anti-freeze fluid in the collectors instead of water, which
prevents problems that can occur when winter temperatures fall below freezing.
Solahart

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter

Designed for easy set-up above ground pool,
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an economical solution with user-friendly operation.
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swimming pool pump attached with base.

1300 293 633 info@emaux.com.au
www.emaux.com.au

www.solahart.com.au
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WHAT EXACTLY IS

OXIDATION
REDUCTION
POTENTIAL (ORP)?
Troy McGinty

I would like to start this article by reminding everyone that ORP (oxidation reduction potential) is not
exactly the easiest concept to understand. However, I will attempt to portray the information in this
article in the simplest terms possible.

W

hen we are measuring ORP, we are measuring
the quality and the capability of the oxidising
component in the water. The oxidising component can come from chlorine, bromine, ozone,
non-chlorine shocks, hydrogen peroxide, etc. As
we all know, sanitisers will only work predictably on a properly
balanced body of water. This is where ORP comes into play.
ORP specifically measures the ability and/or quality of the
oxidiser present in the water. Its ability to do this is decreased
or increased in relation to the other water chemistry variables:
pH, total alkalinity, total dissolved solids, temperature, the presence of cyanuric acid, the presence of chlorine neutralisers, etc.
Simply put, it does not matter how much sanitiser is in your body
of water - if the other chemistry variables are not balanced, the
sanitiser will not work to its full ‘potential’.
Oxidation, in the past, was merely defined as the interaction
between oxygen molecules and all dissimilar matter that they
may come in contact with. Upon the discovery of electrons,
oxidation came to be more accurately defined as the loss of an
electron when two or more matters interact. So when a sanitiser
interacts with unwanted substances it steals an electron from the
substance changing its chemical make-up, in turn helping to burn
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the substance up. However, now that the sanitiser has gained an
electron it has ‘reduced’ the sanitiser’s electrical energy making
the sanitiser less effective.
Reduction occurs when a substance gains an electron after the
oxidation process has occurred. The atom or oxidiser that gains
the electron may lose its ability to further oxidise substances or
it will combine with other substances in the water resulting in
by-products and/or combined chlorine.
Potential is the concept of stored energy within. The potential
as it relates to ORP relates to the potential of the sanitiser present
in the water to oxidise contaminants. The potential is measured in
millivolts (mV), a very small electrical reading. When an oxidiser
is present in water it is attempting to steal negatively charged
electrons from any substance. If the substance is a platinum or
gold electrode (ORP sensor), once the oxidiser steals the negatively charged electron from the electrode the electrode will then
generate more positively charged energy, therefore increasing
ORP. The more oxidiser present in the water the more positively
charged the electrode becomes.
When discussing ORP, oftentimes people like to leave out
the reduction part of it. Why? Because we are measuring the
potential of the oxidiser to steal electrons - not the potential

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

OXIDISATION REDUCTION POTENTIAL

®

OXIDATION REDUCTION POTENTIAL
IS NOT EXACTLY THE EASIEST
CONCEPT TO UNDERSTAND

• Smooth
• Durable
of substance being reduced or gaining electrons. However, if
there are exactly the same amounts of reducers, both oxidiser
atoms that have gained electrons and oxidiser atoms that have
not yet gained electrons will cause there to be no ‘potential’
for future oxidation. That is why we must continually sanitise
water or eventually it will result in the sanitiser being used up.
pH is the most important factor in keeping the strength of
your sanitiser. The potential of hydrogen or power of hydrogen
relates to HOCl (hypochlorous acid) and OCl (hypochlorite). If
you have a lower pH the HOCl (the stronger chlorine) will be
more active and the sanitiser will be more effective. If the
stronger part of your chlorine is working harder and is more
active, the more oxidising potential it will have. Lower pH means
more available H+ in the water, which means that the water
will not take the H+ as frequently from the HOCl, resulting in
more HOCl and less OCl (the weaker free chlorine).
In conclusion, ORP is the measurement of the potential
of the oxidiser present in the water to remove electrons from
unwanted substances. Once the unwanted substance loses its
electron its chemical structure is changed and it is ‘burned up’.
ORP is not tricked by the effects of other variables present in
the water. ORP tells you the true effectiveness of your sanitiser
based solely on its ability to oxidise in that specific body of
water. The millivolt reading of 650 mV has been designated as
the potential needed for safe drinking water. The relationship
of pH, FAC and ORP are very important. We must keep water
more acidic (pH 7.5 or lower) to make sure our HOCl is more
active, which gives it more oxidising ability, in turn raising our
ORP reading.
Automated pH and ORP controllers constantly monitor both
the pH and ORP in the water and make the necessary adjustments to keep a proper pH and a proper amount of oxidiser
present in the water to keep your water safe 24/7.
Troy McGinty is the global product manager for commercial products
for Hayward Commercial Pools, a division of Hayward Industries, a
pool equipment manufacturer. He first became involved in the pool
and spa industry in 2003 and has developed and commercialised
a number of swimming pool and spa products. He is a Certified
Pool Operator/Instructor (CPOI), Aquatic Facility Operator (AFO)
and has led numerous seminars and training sessions across North
America on the topic of pH and ORP automation, communication
and business development.
This article was originally published on the Hayward Poolside
Blog. To read the original article, visit blog.haywardpoolside.com.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
www.hayward-pool.com.au
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• Long-Lasting
• Designer Finish
BRAND
NEW TO

AUSTRALIA
Waterblade’s plaster-alternative swimming pool
finishes, providing a high-performance finish with
an eco-friendly approach.

The Future of Swimming Pool Finishes

ecoFINISH is poised to
provide you the future
of plaster or paint
alternative aquatic
finishes with our full
compliment of high-end
offerings

before

aquaBRIGHT Benefits
• Total colour uniformity
• Ph. neutral equals less
chemicals
• Stain resistant
• Fade resistant
• 10 year warranty

after

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR APPLICATORS

Looking for a high-end alternative aquatic finish
contact Waterblade Australia phone
9408 0955 or email sales@waterblade.com.au
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PRODUCT
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ROBOTIC CLEANER
Waterco has introduced the next generation of Admiral ATV robotic cleaner. Its tractor belt system has been
changed to five drive wheels per side.
According to the company, this enables it to clean different types of
pools as the quantity of contact on pool surfaces has been increased due to
the number of wheels. It can distinguish between different types of pool conditions and
surfaces to target problem areas.
Like its predecessor, the cleaner includes Fast Track Technology, which provides
two cleaning options. The 1 h ‘fast track’ option is a concentrated cleaning cycle on
the pool floor. The 3 h ‘full’ clean cycle also scrubs the walls up to the waterline, plus
floors and steps.
A floating ‘swivel’ has been added to the power cord to enable it to rotate 360° in
both directions while maintaining electrical continuity.
The cleaner has three self-driven internal motors, one of which enables it to vacuum
up water, dirt and debris through a built-in pump and then filter it through an internal
filtration system. Dual direct drive motors drive two scrubbing brushes and propel the
cleaner through the pool.
An in-built navigation system prevents the cleaner getting caught on obstacles and
intelligent programming sends the cleaner in a different direction each time. All-terrain
traction plus gel-pro brushes powered by a direct drive motor increase torque and efficiency, and the motor allows for better traction and cleaning capabilities.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au

OUTDOOR SOLAR SHOWERS
Formidra outdoor solar showers are available in Australia
through Emaux Water Technology. A wide range of models
is available in aluminium and rotational moulded eco-friendly
PE designs.
With water storage capacity from 12 to 75 litres, the
European-manufactured showers are suitable for a range of
installations such as residential and commercial swimming
pools, beachside homes, beachside locations, hotels, resort
pools, campers and caravan parks.
No electricity is required for the showers as the water is heated solely by the heat of the sun.
Installation is simple and can be carried out by the end user with no special tools required.
The product range covers a basic plastic model (Happy series) through to a professional
shower for commercial, hotel and public pools (Dada and Energy Pro series). A range of
colours is available.
Rather than using a solar panel, the body of the shower (constructed of HD polyethylene
or aluminium) collects the heat from the sun and transfers it to the water contained inside.
The shape of the shower is designed to collect as much heat as possible and limit dispersion due to the wind.
The showers’ wave shape ensures the body captures sunlight throughout the day as the
sun moves, ensuring constant, direct irradiation of the shower body to maximise heat transfer.
More information about the range is available from www.outdoorsolarshower.com.au.
Emaux Water Technology
www.emaux.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
FREE CHLORINE SENSOR RANGE
Available through Envirosensors, Sensorex’s FCL Series free chlorine
sensors use amperometric measurement technology to provide accurate monitoring of free chlorine in process applications.
The sensors are suitable for use in drinking water treatment disinfection and distribution applications and free chlorine generators, and
are compliant with EPA method 334.0 for measuring drinking water.
Three models are available, coving the 0-2, 0-5 and 0-10 ppm
ranges. The membrane design includes a mesh reinforcement clamp
for increased stability and added durability.
The integral 4-20 mA isolated signal output is enhanced to
eliminate ground loop errors, reduce noise and block high-voltage
transient surges.
For real-time chlorine monitoring, the sensors interface directly with
PLS, SCADA and other process control systems via the standard 4-20
mA output. A large electrolyte reservoir with an easy-to-replace membrane cap and electrolyte solution reduce maintenance intervals and
maximise sensor life. A specialised acrylic flow cell (FC72) is available
to provide a controlled flow environment for measurement stability.
Envirosensors Pty Ltd
www.envirosensors.com.au

POOL CLEANER
The Rebel suction-side inground pool cleaner
is available from Pentair.
The cleaner’s programmed steering and
compact, two-wheeled design manoeuvres
from deep to shallow sections, up 90° floorto-wall angles all the way to the waterline
and into tight spaces that other cleaners
can miss.
Its Sure-Flow Turbine passes dirt and
debris, reducing the clogging that can occur
with two-wheel cleaners. It is easy to install
and has a quick-release latch that enables
top access for servicing.
It is designed using hydraulic technology
that makes it suitable for use with both
variable-speed and two-speed pumps. Its dual action roller skirt
manoeuvres up and over obstacles to ensure uninterrupted cleaning.
The cleaner has a programmed cleaning cycle to ensure complete
and thorough pool cleaning coverage.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com
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NATIONAL C O N
VENTION 2015

The Swimming Pool and Spa
Association of Australia is
launching the 2015 SPASA
Convention, Supplier Expo
and Awards of Excellence.
The convention and expo will be held
on 24 and 25 August at the Sydney
Olympic Park Showground, with a gala
dinner for the Awards of Excellence
held on the evening of 25 August.

Why attend the SPASA CONVENTION?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attend seminars by leading Australian Keynote Speakers
See the industry’s most respected exhibitors
Talk with manufacturers and suppliers of the latest and most innovative products
T ake advantage of the multiple networking opportunities to help your business grow and prosper
Access SPASA CONVENTION exhibitor specials on products and services
Win prizes by participating in the SPASA Passport promotion
Celebrate the National Awards of Excellence

Lock in the dates now…. more information to follow

Official Media Partners:

www.spasa.com.au
Contact: Gary Nye, CEO, SPASA | 03 8588 1195 | Mob: 0467 038 472 | F: 03 8588 1116 | E: gary@spasa.com.au

PROJECT COMPLETE
WATERSLIDE BREATHES NEW
LIFE INTO AQUATIC CENTRE

The Marion Outdoor Swimming Centre’s waterslide was a ‘handme-down’ in serious need of repair. At 30 years of age it was well
loved by the community, but it was also well and truly nearing the
end of its service life.
Having assessed the amount and cost of the work required
to refurbish the slide, the City of Marion Council concluded that
spending so much money on an ageing structure wasn’t good value
for money.
After weighing its options, the council decided to go all out,
ordering a 77 m Polin Waterparks body slide in the Marion Council
colours. The state-of-the-art RTM fibreglass slide includes Polin’s
signature feature Light Effects. The slide begins with a 1200 mm
enclosed tube that then opens out to a fast 1000 mm open section.
LED lighting along the path and on the tower gives the community
extended hours of use of the slide during the warmer months.
Swimplex Aquatics won the tender bid for the $700,000 project
in May 2014, began site works in late July and handed the site over
to council in October - perfect timing to capture the 2014-2015 swim
season, and right on schedule. The company ran the project from
start to finish including all civil and reticulation, concrete, lighting
and landscaping.
“There was a freight delay that cost us a month, but this was an
outstanding time frame for a fairly large project,” said Murray Booth
from Swimplex Aquatics.

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

During construction, the Swimplex team faced not only the coldest
spring day on record but also the hottest three-day spring day run with
temperatures of up to 42°C.
The Marion Outdoor Swimming Centre’s second-hand waterslide
was already attracting 95,000 visits per season, with 23,000 waterslide
transactions - a total of approximately $48,000 per season. The new slide
was expected to be even more popular than the old one, and the council
adjusted the waterslide prices to reflect this, improving the centre’s
financial takings.
Not only is the local community taken with the new installation, but so
too is the council. “In my capacity as Structural and Aquatics Engineer
assisting the City of Marion to put the new waterslide out to tender and to
perform inspections of the plant, equipment and build quality during the
course of construction, I am delighted to report that the whole exercise
was a particularly seamless installation performed to extremely tight
time lines,” said John Goldfinch of FMG Engineering, who oversaw the
installation on behalf of Marion Council.
“I was impressed with the obliging approach and attitude of
Swimplex’s installation team which allowed the job to proceed without
hold-ups and to meet the tight time frame. No task was too much to ask
of the Swimplex team. All in all a very pleasant experience.”
Swimplex Aquatics
www.swimplex.com.au
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Coming
Events
March

What: aquatherm and Egypt Pool
When: 26 to 28 March
Where: Cairo International Convention
Center, Egypt
Website: www.aquathermeg.com
What: QPS (Qatar Pool & Spa)
When: 26 to 29 March
Where: Doha Exhibition Centre, Qatar
Website: www.htsxpo.com/qps.aspx

April
What: LATICRETE Training Seminar
Brisbane
When: 2 to 3 April
Where: LATICRETE Warehouse, Brisbane
Website: www.laticrete.com.au/Support/
Seminars/tabid/563/Default.aspx

A.B.N. 22 152 305 336
Head Office
Cnr. Fox Valley Road & Kiogle Street,
(Locked Bag 1289) Wahroonga NSW 2076 Australia
Ph: +61 2 9487 2700 Fax: +61 2 9489 1265

What: Piscine SPLASH! Asia 2015
When: 20 to 21 May
Where: Marina Bay Sands Hotel,
Singapore
Website: www.piscinesplashasia.com

June
What: Asian Attractions Expo
When: 17 to 19 June
Where: Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre, Hong Kong
Website: www.iaapa.org/expos/asianattractions-expo

August

Editor: Alice Richard
arichard@westwick-farrow.com.au
Chief Editor: Janette Woodhouse
Publisher: Geoff Hird
Associate Publisher: Glenn Silburn
gsilburn@westwick-farrow.com.au
Art Director/Production Manager: Julie Wright
Art/Production: Tanya Scarselletti, Odette Boulton
Circulation Manager: Sue Lavery
circulation@westwick-farrow.com.au
Copy Control: Mitchie Mullins
copy@westwick-farrow.com.au
Advertising Sales:
National Sales Manager: Nicola Fender-Fox

What: Amusement & Attraction Africa
When: 13 to 15 August
Where: Johannesburg, South Africa
Website: www.attractionsafrica.net

Ph: 0414 703 780

May

October

icunningham@westwick-farrow.com.au

What: 2015 AALARA Trade Exhibition
When: 5 to 7 May
Where: Gold Coast Convention & Exhibition Centre
Website: www.aalara.com.au/2015aalara-trade-exhibition

What: 2015 World Aquatic Health
Conference
When: 7 to 9 October
Where: Scottsdale Plaza Resort, Arizona
Website: www.thewahc.org

Ph: +61 (0) 402 157 167

What: LATICRETE Training Seminar
Sydney
When: 6 to 7 May
Where: LATICRETE Warehouse, Sydney
Website: www.laticrete.com.au/Support/
Seminars/tabid/563/Default.aspx
What: Sauna, Spa & Pool China 2015
When: 9 to 11 May
Where: China Import & Export Fair,
China
Website: www.poolspabathchina.com
What: 2015 Country Pool Managers
Conference
When: 13 to 15 May
Where: Wests’ Diggers Club, Tamworth
Website: www.countrypoolmanagers.
com.au
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What: Piscina & Wellness Barcelona
2015
When: 13 to 16 October
Where: Fira Gran Via Exhibition Centre,
Spain
Website: www.salonpiscina.com
What: aquanale 2015
When: 27 to 30 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.aquanale.de
What: FSB
When: 27 to 30 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.fsb-cologne.com

nfender-fox@westwick-farrow.com.au
Australia: Ivan Cunningham
Ph: 0428 864 100
ASIA: Lachlan Rainey

Subscriptions:

For unregistered readers - price on application

If you have any queries regarding our privacy policy
please email privacy@westwick-farrow.com.au

September 2014 Total CAB Audited Circulation 5351

Pool+Spa Review ISSN 2200-2464
Printed and bound by Dynamite Printing

All material published in this magazine is published in good
faith and every care is taken to accurately relay information
provided to us. Readers are advised by the publishers to ensure
that all necessary safety devices and precautions are installed
and safe working procedures adopted before the use of any
equipment found or purchased through the information we
provide. Further, all performance criteria was provided by
the representative company concerned and any dispute should
be referred to them. Information indicating that products are
made in Australia or New Zealand is supplied by the source
company. Westwick-Farrow Pty Ltd does not quantify the
amount of local content or the accuracy of the statement
made by the source.
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CHLORINE FREE
SWIMMING

NO ODOUR
NO DRY SKIN

Australian marathon swimmer
Chloë McCardel successfully
completed the world record
124km swim in the Bahamas in
2014 to become the holder of
the record for the longest
open-water solo, continuous
marathon swim in history.
Chloë uses and recommends
Lo-Chlor Chemicals and is
proud to announce that her
ambassadorship continues
through 2015 and beyond.

www.lochlorsolutions.com
1-800 64 POOL

Super quiet
water cooled efficiency.

Experts in water.

Trusted Davey reliability, day in, day out.

TAD746/1214

The Davey Silensor® range offers super quiet operation with its unique
water-cooled technology capturing motor noise and vibration. In addition
to these great features, it also comes with dry run protection, rust-proof
casing and a large leaf basket.
Combined with Davey’s complete range of swimming pool and spa
products, the whole bathing experience becomes pure enjoyment.
For more information visit davey.com.au or call 1300 232 839.

